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This book provides a comprehensive overview and examination of the international aspect of Events Management and the many challenges and complications that arise in the planning and delivery
specifically of cross-border and cross-cultural events. Authored by a current academic and ex-practitioner in the field, this book boasts an excellent balance of theory with practical advice and guidance.
Chapters cover all the key concepts needed to manage and deliver an international event and fully reflect the current trends and issues facing the sector today. These include: sustainability, digital
communication, social media, Big Data, corporate social responsibility, accessibility, security issues, and managing volunteers among many others. International case studies are included in each chapter
accompanied by study questions and useful weblinks for further reading and research. This will be of great interest not only to students and researchers of International Events Management, Tourism and
Hospitality, but also to current practitioners in the Events sector.
Now in its 10th edition, Business Finance is an essential introduction to financial decision-making in businesses. Taking a user-friendly approach, it explores the type of investments a business should make
and how they should be financed, and successfully blends the theoretical, analytical and practical aspects of finance and investments. The new edition has a strong real world focus, exploring the theories
surrounding financial decision making and relating these theories to what happens in the real business world. Key features: An extensive range of up-to-date real-world examples Examination of the
divergences between theory and practice Expanded explanations of complex theories Comprehensive coverage of the latest international issues Clear design and pedagogical features for enhanced
readability and quick reference Visit the companion website for this book at www.pearsoned.co.uk/mclaney where you will find a variety of resources for students and lecturers alike. Business Finance is
suitable for undergraduates in accounting and finance and for those on finance and financial management courses. It is also appropriate for postgraduate students with an option in accounting and finance
and will be highly useful for professional accounting students. Eddie McLaney is Visiting Fellow in Accounting and Finance at the University of Plymouth.
From the well-established author team of Eddie McLaney and Peter Atrill this text aims to offer non-specialist students a balanced introduction to financial and management accounting.
A comprehensive introduction to management accounting, enabling students to develop an understanding of the importance of accounting as a management tool, for example in: Using and interpreting
accounting to allow rational decisions to be made. Making and implementing plans based on accounting decisions. Exercising financial control over organizations. Contents include: costs and decision
making; investment appraisal; cost-volume-profit analysis, full costing; budgets and budgetary control; standard costs and variance analysis; evaluation of divisional performance.
'Financial Accounting for Decision Makers' presents the key concepts of accounting without going into too much unnecessary technical detail. The book is aimed as 'users' of accounting information, not
'preparers' of accounts.
This successful text is aimed at non-specialist students at both undergraduate and postgraduate level taking an introductory module in Management Accounting. The second edition retains its student-friendly
feel and includes extra diagrams, exhibits and case studies to present the key concepts of management accounting and their application in the clearest possible way, without the use of unnecessary technical
jargon. *Key terms explained at the end of each chapter. *New material on costing and CVP added. *Three new case studies. *Open learning approach making it suitable for independent study. *Extensive
selection of self-assessment, review and examination-style questions included in each chapter.

Management Accounting for Decision MakersManagement Accounting for Decision MakersPearson Education
This edition of 'Accounting and Finance for Non-Specialists' provides comprehensive coverage of the basic concepts and practical applications of financial accounting,
management accounting and financial management.
Were you looking for the book with access to MyAccountingLab? This product is the book alone and does NOT come with access to MyAccountingLab. Buy Financial Accounting
for Decision Makers, 8th edition with MyAccountingLab access card (ISBN 9781292099132) if you need access to MyAccountingLab as well, and save money on this resource.
You will also need a course ID from your instructor to access MyAccountingLab. With a comprehensive and accessible introduction to the subject, Financial Accounting for
Decision Makers focuses on the ways in which financial statements and information can be used to improve the quality of decision making. The practical emphasis throughout the
book ensures the material is always relevant, whilst the authors' style of introducing topics gradually and explaining technical terminology in a clear, friendly style caters for all
students, whether on specialist accounting or non-specialist business degrees.
Management Accounting Accounting for Non Specialists is aimed at non-specialist students of accounting and finance on a first course in the subject. It gives a lively and wideranging survey of the basic principles of finance and management accounting. The unique approach taken in the first Section of the book is to look at small to medium sized
business organisations and their role in the economy ? how they are set up, factors in their success and failure and how they source funds for expansion. This leads to discussion
of the role of financial markets and their need for financial information. Section 2 then gives an account of management accounting principles. The text is clearly written and
technical jargon is minimal - any technical terms are clearly explained and a glossary of terms is provided. Illustrative case studies and reference to real-life business examples
are used to bring the technical information to life. Management Accounting for Non Specialists includes a large number of worked examples, to give students valuable practice in
using their new skills. Other pedagogic elements include aims and learning outcomes, summaries, Case Studies with questions and solutions, individual learning activities, selftest questions with answers provided in the book, and exercises - the answers to which are divided between the book and the Lecturer?s Guide/Website. Management
Accounting Accounting for Non Specialists is aimed at non-specialist students of accounting and finance on a first course in the subject. It gives a lively and wide-ranging survey
of the basic principles of finance and management accounting. The unique approach taken in the first Section of the book is to look at small to medium sized business
organisations and their role in the economy ? how they are set up, factors in their success and failure and how they source funds for expansion. This leads to discussion of the
role of financial markets and their need for financial information. Section 2 then gives an account of management accounting principles. The text is clearly written and technical
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jargon is minimal - any technical terms are clearly explained and a glossary of terms is provided. Illustrative case studies and reference to real-life business examples are used to
bring the technical information to life. Management Accounting for Non Specialists includes a large number of worked examples, to give students valuable practice in using their
new skills. Other pedagogic elements include aims and learning outcomes, summaries, Case Studies with questions and solutions, individual learning activities, self-test
questions with answers provided in the book, and exercises - the answers to which are divided between the book and the Lecturer?s Guide/Website.
This package includes a physical copy of Atrill, Management Acctg for Decision Makers, 8th edition as well as access to the eText and MyAccountingLab. To access the eText
and MyAccountingLab you need a course ID from your instructor. If you are only looking for the book buy ISBN 9781292072432. It has never been more important for businesses
to operate within a framework of strategic planning and decision making. This popular text teaches you how to make the best choices in managerial and other business roles.
This package includes MyAccountingLab, an online homework, tutorial, and assessment system designed with a single purpose in mind; to improve the results of all higher
education students, one student at a time. With a wide range of interactive, engaging, and assignable activities, students are encouraged to actively learn and retain tough course
concepts. Find out more at www.myaccountinglab.com.
Accounting: An Introduction is renowned for its clear, accessible and uncluttered style. It provides a comprehensive introduction to the main principles of financial accounting,
management accounting, and the core elements of financial management. With a clear and unequivocal focus on how accounting information can be used to improve the quality
of decision making by managers, combined with a strong practical emphasis, this book provides the ideal grounding for a career in management.
This is a fantastic multipack with two of Peter Atrill's most popular texts, Financial Management for Non-Specialists ( ISBN: 0273657496)with Management Accounting for Non-specialists (ISBN: 0273655914).
With a comprehensive and accessible introduction to the subject, Financial Accounting for Decision Makers focuses on the ways in which financial statements and information can be used to improve the
quality of decision making. The practical emphasis throughout the book ensures the material is always relevant, whilst the authors’ style of introducing topics gradually and explaining technical terminology in
a clear, friendly style caters for all students, whether on specialist accounting or non-specialist business degrees. The full text downloaded to your computer With eBooks you can: search for key concepts,
words and phrases make highlights and notes as you study share your notes with friends eBooks are downloaded to your computer and accessible either offline through the Bookshelf (available as a free
download), available online and also via the iPad and Android apps. Upon purchase, you will receive via email the code and instructions on how to access this product. Time limit The eBooks products do not
have an expiry date. You will continue to access your digital ebook products whilst you have your Bookshelf installed.
Accounting and Finance: An Introduction, now in its ninth edition, contains all the information you need to start your business career. With its use of practical techniques and real-world examples, this bestselling text teaches you the basics of understanding and using financial information.
'Accounting for Business' is ideal for undergraduate students on business and accounting courses who need to understand the nuts and bolts of financial accounting. This popular textbook has always
enjoyed a deserved reputation for accessibility and thoroughness. Now in its third edition, its contents have been fully updated and restructured to make them even easier to use. Readers will benefit from the
coverage of current accounting practices and legislation, in addition to the range of worked examples and self-test activities throughout the book. 'Accounting for Business' clearly explains accounting
information's role in making sound business decisions and focuses upon the aspects of accounting practice which are most relevant to the non-specialist manager. It is ideal for first year undergraduates of
business studies, higher students and those pursuing professional accountancy qualifications. This third edition has been restructured, to further enhance its 'student centred' approach. The content has now
been broken down into 25 roughly equivalent 'bite-sized' individual study topics. Each of these requires 6 hours of study time, enabling this book to support a full scale semester course with two topics a week,
or a full year course at one topic a week. Includes a wide selection of topical case studies, with a broad spread of international examples.
First published in 1997, this volume and its contributors take stock of current issues in accounting and finance. Featuring specialists in business, accounting, finance along with Vice Chancellor John Bull, they
examine areas including auditors' decision-making, financial shocks, the European corporate capital structure, GPs, accounting education and professional journals.
Accounting: an introduction by Atrill provides a clear and approachable introduction to accounting and finance for those seeking to understand the main concepts and their practical application to good
decision-making.

Adopting an innovative, open-learning approach to introduce the main principles of financial management in an accessible, non-technical way, this fully updated fifth edition
provides a unique focus on the practical application of financial management and its role in decision making.New to this edition: Expanded coverage of key topics such as
financing the business Increased coverage of corporate governance issues Even more real-world examples to help illustrate the practical application and importance of the topics
discussed Financial statements throughout based on the latest International Accounting Standards Full-colour design, packed with pedagogical features, providing an original
learning experience Key features: Written in a unique, ‘open learning' style Clear explanations and minimal technical jargon to aid understanding -no previous knowledge of
financial management is assumed Based on a solid foundation of theory, but focusing throughout on its value for decision making Covering all the main areas of financial
management in sufficient detail to provide a good grasp of the subject Numerous examples, activities and exercises throughout, allowing the reader to test his/her knowledge at
frequent intervalsFully supported by a comprehensive range of student and lecturer learning resources, Financial Management for Decision Makers is ideal for undergraduates
from a non-finance/accounting discipline taking an introductory module in financial management, and postgraduate/postexperience students on courses such as the ACCA
Diploma in Financial Management, Diploma in Management Studies and MBA programmes. The text is also suitable for finance and accounting students as a foundation for
further study.Peter Atrillis a freelance academic and author working with leading institutions in the UK, Europe and SE Asia. He has previously held posts as Head of Business
and Management and Head of Accounting and Law at University of Plymouth Business School.
Now in its fifth edition, this successful text introduces the basic principles and underlying concepts of accounting and finance. It adopts a practical, non-technical approach,
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making it the ideal text for students from non-accounting disciplines. The text is written from a 'user' perspective, demonstrating ways in which accounting statements and
financial information can be used to improve the quality of decision making.
It has never been more important for businesses to operate within a framework of strategic planning and decision making. This popular introductory text teaches you how to make
the best choices in managerial and other business roles. This text is aimed at undergraduate students who wish to grasp key elements of management accounting and those
seeking a foundation for further study. New to this edition · Expanded discussion of relevant costs for decision making · Increased coverage of cost management in a competitive
environment · Increased coverage of inventories’ management techniques · New chapter on managing risk · More activities throughout the text to enhance reader interaction and
to encourage critical thinking. · More diagrams and real world examples to help illustrate issues and concepts
This custom edition ebook is published for the University of Wollongong. It is compiled from the following texts: Financial Management: Principles and Applications, 7th Edition
Accounting for Non-Specialists, 7th edition The full text downloaded to your computer With eBooks you can: search for key concepts, words and phrases make highlights and
notes as you study share your notes with friends eBooks are downloaded to your computer and accessible either offline through the Bookshelf (available as a free download),
available online and also via the iPad and Android apps. Upon purchase, you will.
This text is an introductory course in management accounting for those seeking an understanding of basic principles and underlying concepts without detailed technical
knowledge. It has a strong practical emphasis, with plenty of examples taken from the real world as well as numerical examples with step-by-step explanations.
It has never been more important for businesses to operate within a framework of strategic planning and decision making. This popular text teaches you how to make the best
choices in managerial and other business roles. Please note that the product you are purchasing does not include MyAccountingLab. MyAccountingLab Join over 11 million
students benefiting from Pearson MyLabs. This title can be supported by MyAccountingLab, an online homework and tutorial system designed to test and build your
understanding. Would you like to use the power of MyAccountingLab to accelerate your learning? You need both an access card and a course ID to access MyAccountingLab.
These are the steps you need to take: 1. Make sure that your lecturer is already using the system Ask your lecturer before purchasing a MyLab product as you will need a course
ID from them before you can gain access to the system. 2. Check whether an access card has been included with the book at a reduced cost If it has, it will be on the inside back
cover of the book. 3. If you have a course ID but no access code, you can benefit from MyAccountingLab at a reduced price by purchasing a pack containing a copy of the book
and an access code for MyAcountingLab (ISBN:9781292072531) 4. If your lecturer is using the MyLab and you would like to purchase the product... Go to
www.myaccountinglab.com to buy access to this interactive study programme. For educator access, contact your Pearson representative. To find out who your Pearson
representative is, visit www.pearsoned.co.uk/replocator
Were you looking for the book with access to MyAccountingLab? This product is the book alone, and does NOT come with access to MyAccountingLab. Buy Accounting and Finance for Non-Specialists,
Tenth Edition by Peter Atrill and Eddie McLaney with MyAccountingLab access card 5e (ISBN 9781292135601) if you need access to MyLab as well, and save money on this resource. You will also need a
course ID from your instructor to access MyAccountingLab. The 10th edition of this market-leading text offers an accessible, effective introduction to key accounting and finance topics. If you are new to
accounting, or are studying a degree in accounting, this book will help you get to grips with the important principles of accounting and how to apply your learning to real-world business scenarios in a userfriendly manner.
Accounting and Finance: An Introduction, now in its eighth edition, contains all the information you need to start your business career. With its use of practical techniques and real-world examples, this bestselling text teaches you the basics of understanding and using financial information. This comprehensive guide covers financial accounting, management accounting and financial management in a single
text, and provides you with the tools to make informed, successful business decisions. Key Features Up-to-date coverage, including the latest IFRSs and corporate governance content plus a discussion of
financing and dividend policies Accessible step-by-step approach helps you master the subject one step at a time New real world examples provide opportunities to apply and develop techniques Progress
checks, activities and exercises reinforce learning Focus on decision-making prepares you for careers in business Eddie McLaney is Visiting Fellow in Accounting and Finance at Plymouth University. Peter
Atrill is a freelance academic and author working with leading institutions in the UK, Europe and SE Asia. He was previously Head of Accounting and law and Head of Business and Management at the
Plymouth University Business School
This first New Zealand edition of Accounting: An Introduction provides a solid introduction to financial and management accounting and finance for those needing to acquire an understanding of key concepts
and their practical application in decision-making. The emphasis is on the applicationand interpretation of information for decision-making, and on the underlying concepts, rather than on the collection of data
and the preparation of statements and reports. Aimed primarily at students who are studying accounting and finance as part of a university degree or MBA course, this text is designed specifically for the New
Zealand market. The text incorporates New Zealand legislation and New Zealand equivalents to international accounting standards, andcontains numerous real-world, New Zealand-specific examples. The
Warehouse Group Limited's 2009 Annual Report is referred to frequently throughout the text.
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